
     Brother  
 
 
They’re still amazed — the surgeons, who had to perform 
          my little brother’s autopsy — still stunned  
to one by one peel back his spine to find  
 
in each small cavity not marrow but a seal  
     of salt and grit, the blood in its return   
not laying it. The residue still hot but not leaving  
 
in the bone a single burn. They say he’d turned  
     small fires in his sleep, that when  
he woke, just for a moment, he’d hear —  
 
a crackling. That sudden hiss of magma  
      dousing in the waves — the way the tide  
drags back to leave a mile of beach and sky still  
 
shifting overhead — a feeling he’d always  
      gone back for — an emptiness I could not believe.  
I couldn’t help but shake the cockles from  
 
my little brother’s skin. Or take out from his throat  
      the gulls eggs he’d attempt to smuggle in.  
Even the dock children began to notice how he’d stank  
 
of ocean itself, how when he came back from the shore  
      there was more than boy left flapping  
in his chest. This was the first time I’d attempt with  
 
my fists, my only gods — to beat the strangeness out of him.  
         He wore then shadows deeper than  
the sea itself, and still he’d disappear for days only 
 
to return changed, each time a little more  
     estranged. He thrashed and bit and spat —  
There is no line between the sea and sky. He’d said then  
 
in a smaller voice — no matter if you throw away the key,  
          it will still come — I left him shaking  
in the dark until his flesh had turned to moon 
 
and rust, his skin so thin it showed not bone but  
       each pebble of his spine. Until  
one night, I’d woke, quite suddenly to hear waves  
 
knocking at the door and from his cave not  
           his small voice but a harsher cry — I  
threw back the door to find the whole room blown  
           



to sand and sky, how as I’d slept he’d called  
           the whole sea in. My little brother opened then  
like a prayer to show there not muscle but 
 
a length of chain and with each fist I felt in  
           my own chest each blow come back.  
Where in our bodies do we store it — all that shame?  
 
How do feel it — as a knot? The gut all gone to rope  
       or how we sense only in the abdomen  
our loss. How when the surgeons took him out  
 
that last time to examine him, there was nothing  
        in his throat. They’d said — 
he choked on air itself — I knew the truth.   

 


